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ABSTRACT
This study reports on the experimental modeling of fluid flow in plant xylem. 
Three experiments were conducted to determine pressures and velocities in the 
conducting vessels of the xylem portion of a plant using corn syrup as the working 
fluid and Plexiglas tubing as the test section. The first experiment was performed 
using a straight duct to model the flow in a xylem vessel without any obstructions. The 
second experiment was performed using a 5-pore perforation plate as an obstruction in 
a straight duct. This perforation plate was kept at an angle of 23 degrees relative to the 
vessel axis to match the fluid flow through a perforation plate found in the plant species 
Liriodendron tulipifera. In the third experiment, a 20-pore perforation plate was used 
to match the vessels of Liquidambar styraciflua. This plate was placed at an angle of
12.7 degrees. To verify the flow behavior, the experimental results were compared 
with a numerical simulation using NEKTON, a computational fluid dynamics package. 
Experimental results and the numerical results agreed with each other. In the 
experiments involving the 20-pore perforation plate, the average loss coefficient was 
86.300 over the range 0.2 <  Re^ <  0.5. The results of this work also consisted of 
plots of streamlines, velocity distributions, and pressure within the xylem.
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Apos pressure drop in the pipe due to obstruction and the smooth wall
ps pressure drop due to the smooth wall of the pipe
Q flowrate
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Re Reynolds number
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viii
uQ uncertainty in flowrate
uAl uncertainty in time interval
uv uncertainty in velocity
u^ uncertainty in viscosity of the fluid
uVoi uncertainty in volume
Greek Symbols
p fluid density of fluid
pcs density of corn syrup
p. dynamic viscosity
\\i streamfunction
to vorticity
V del operator
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Water availability is one of the most important factors limiting the growth of plants 
throughout the world in both natural and agricultural settings. Without plants and the 
water that sustains them, life as we know it would not exist. Living organisms 
originated from an aqueous environment and during their course of evolution they 
depended upon water in a variety of ways. Water provides a medium for the 
movement of dissolved substances in plant xylem and phloem. Water also provides 
some support to fully submerged or partly submerged aquatic plants due to the 
buoyancy o f stems and leaves. Plants are irrigated with water which may be in limited 
supply, particularly in desert environments. Therefore, one important aspect of plant 
biology involves an understanding of the use of water by plants.
We must remember that the study of the plant/water relationship has wide 
implications in many disciplines, ranging from more efficient production of crops to 
the capacity to control our environment and increase protection from adverse 
influences. Knowledge in this area will help scientists to predict the use of water by 
plants and help practitioners to cater to the irrigation needs of specific plants.
For terrestrial plants, survival depends upon the ability to supply their leaves with 
water acquired by the roots. For this function, plants have evolved specialized 
conducting tissues and cells. Plant vessels are conduits that are made of individual
cells. At the end of each vessel element there is a remnant of that cell's end wall 
which is called a "perforation plate" as shown in figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 Parts of a Plant Vessel
In this project, experiments were conducted to study the behavior of water flow in 
plants with a 5-pore perforation plate and a 20-pore perforation plate. Corn syrup, 
because of its viscous nature was used as the working fluid in order to match the fluid 
flow in the xylem portion of plants. The goal of this project was to help understand the 
role of perforation plates in water flow through plants and to ascertain the importance 
of fluid mechanics in the plant/water relationship.
3Loss coefficients were calculated to determine the role of perforation plates in 
restricting the flow of water through plant xylem.
Pressures and velocities were measured by conducting experiments with and 
without perforation plates. These values were compared with numerical values 
obtained using NEKTON, a computational fluid dynamics package. Computer 
modeling also assisted in visualizing flow through the pores of the perforation plates.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF PAST WORK
2.1 Literature Review
Modeling the flow of water through plants has been a popular topic in recent years. 
Many researchers have approached various aspects of fluid flow through plants with 
varying results. The role of xylem, or water conducting ducts in plants, is to transport 
water from the roots of a plant as shown in the figure 2.1 up through the stem and to 
the leaves or to the growing end of plant. The ascent of water in trees was studied by 
Ewart (1904). He found that the flow of water through open vessels filled with sap 
obeyed Poiseuille's equation. His estimates of the amount of flow were made from the 
flowrate, diameter, and the number of vessels. His data showed that the actual flow in 
dicotyledonous plants took place through the vessels as shown in figure 1.1. He found 
that large vessels offered much less resistance to flow than the more abundant narrow 
vessels, though both vessels had the same total cross-sectional area.
Flow in xylem vessels was examined by Giordano (1977). He measured the flow 
of water in xylem vessels at various pressures and concluded that Poiseuille's equation 
could not be used across perforation plates because the fluid flow changed abruptly 
across these plates and did not have a chance to become fully-developed. As seen in 
figure 3.1 perforation plates are cell wall remnants in the cells within a plant that form 
plant xylem. These cells interconnect at the perforation plates to form the long, thin 
conduits that provide a path for water flow through the plant. To prove this, he 
conducted an experiment and found that Poiseuille’s equation could not describe the
5entry region under his experimental conditions since the relationship between the 
flowrate and applied pressure was neither linear nor monotonic. Also, the magnitude 
of the flowrate was lower than that would have been expected from measured pressure 
differences.
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Figure 2.1 Development o f a Plant from a Seed
The ascent of sap in plants was reviewed by Pickard (1981). He discussed the 
validity of the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, end-effects caused by the perforation plates, 
and the effect of creeping flow. The Hagen-Poiseuille equation sufficed to give the 
pressure drop along the impermeable tracheary element unless there were large 
variations in the cross-section of the perforation plate. Under these circumstances, it 
was also difficult to measure the pressure drop. While discussing the end effects, he 
explained that the problem of the perforation plates could be avoided by assuming that 
the perforation plate could be treated as an orifice in a thin diaphragm stretched across 
the pipe or xylem. He cited previous experimental research as justification for his
6conclusions. He also found that when the perforation plate diameter approached the 
vessel diameter, the pressure drop became small.
The hydraulic conductance of vessels in plants was studied by Schulte (1989) using 
five species of dicotyledons that had simple or compound perforation plates. Measured 
conductance showed agreement with predicted values from the Hagen-Poiseuille 
equation for flow through ideal capillaries. He developed a physical analog model with 
and without perforation plates and found that there was little flow reduction
Water flow through vessel perforation plates was also studied by Schulte (1993) 
using a numerical approach employing the computational fluid dynamics package. 
FIDAP, to study flow through plant vessels. He modeled the fluid flow in vessels with 
and without a perforation plate to study the effect on pressure drop. His studies 
included a 5-pore perforation plate for the plant Liriodendron tulipifera as shown in 
figure 2.2. He concluded that the perforation plates did not create any significant 
obstruction to the flow of water and suggested that more analyses were needed for 
more complicated plates with 20 or more pores.
Additional modeling studies have been done on fluid flow through perforation 
plates by Schulte (1993). At this time he studied the effects of perforation plate 
thickness and plate angle on fluid flow using his computational fluid model. In this 
study he found that the pressure gradient increased as the plate thickness and the plate 
angle was increased. At the same time he found that the velocity profile also changed 
across the vessel as the plate angle and the size of the pore was changed. He suggested 
that if the xylem vessel was considered as an inert conduit for water flow, these 
changes would be unimportant.
This review of past work has discussed the various types of modeling that have 
been done on the flow of water in plant vessels. In the current research, an 
experimental study o f the flow in plants vessels was conducted. First, experiments
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Figure 2 .2  Portion o f Vessel Element for 5-Pore and 20-Pore Perforation 
Plates
were conducted in the laboratory using a straight duct. Next, obstruction plates 
were inserted into the duct to model flow through plant vessel perforation plates. 
Experiments were done for a straight duct, a duct with a 5-pore perforation plate, 
and a 20-pore plate to measure pressure losses across the plates. These 
experimental results were compared with the numerical model developed by P. J. 
Schulte. Next, NEKTON, a computational fluid dynamics package installed on a 
Silicon Graphics workstation located at the National Supercomputing Center for 
Energy and the Environment at UNLV was used to verify the behavior of the fluid 
flow.
Chapter 3
THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 Stokes Flow
Stokes, while studying the flow past a sphere, found that his law describing the 
flow of fluids at low velocities was valid only if the Reynolds number was less than 
one. The typical flow through the xylem of a typical plant stem with the diameter 
of 30 pm  has a Reynolds number o f 0.05. In the present work, xylem was modeled
Perforat ion  Plate
V =  1.7 Inni/s H m
Vessel Wall
Figure 3.1 Idealized Xylem with Perforation Plates
as a circular pipe of intermediate length with an angled perforation plate crossing 
the pipe at an angle o f approximately 20 degrees. The geometry is shown in the 
figure 3.1. Average distance between the perforation plates in the figure 3.1 is
8
9813 pm . For low Reynolds number flows, viscous forces dominate over inertial 
forces since the velocity is small.
When the inertia terms are neglected from the equations o f motion, the 
resulting solution will be valid for Reynolds numbers of less than one. Such a flow 
is referred to as creeping flow, or the motion is called creeping motion.
The Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid flow in vector notation 
is given by:
dV -  -  -■>-
p — = -V p  + F + pV ‘V (1)
dt
If inertial terms are neglected for low Reynolds numbers, and body forces are 
not present, the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation reduces to:
Vp = pV : V (2)
W ith using the vector identity:
V x j V x  v) = V - ( V - V ) - V :V (3)
V x V = to, where co = - V JvF (4)
The divergence of the velocity vector is defined as:
V - V =  divergence of V (5)
From continuity, the divergence o f velocity for a steady, incompressible fluid 
is equal to zero. Substituting equation 3 in equation 2 will result in:
Vp = p (-V  x (V x V) ) ( 6 )
10
Taking the curl o f equation 6:
V x (Vp) = pV x ( -V  x ©) (7)
Also, V x Vp = 0 by vector identity. Substituting this identity into equation
7:
Also, by substituting these conditions into equation 9 will result in the 
following expression:
Substituting the value o f©  into equation 10 will give an expression for the 
streamfunction for a Stokes flow as follows:
Equation 11 shows that the equation of a plane creeping motion is a biharmonic 
function which shares many of the same properties as Laplace's equation. Inviscid. 
incompressible, irrotational flow fields are governed by Laplace’s equation and are 
commonly called potential flow. As Laplace’s equation is linear, any number of 
particular solutions can be added together to obtain other solutions.
( 8 )
(9)
V:© = 0 ( 1 0 )
V4T  = 0 ( 1 1 )
3.2 Velocity Distribution through the Cross-section of a Pipe.
To study the velocity distribution of a laminar flow in circular pipes, velocity 
may be plotted versus radial position as shown in figure 3.2. Over the diameter
11
o f the pipe, the resulting curve will describe a parabola with peak velocity 
occurring along the central axis of the pipe.
The velocity at any distance r from the central axis of the pipe is given by
u =
Ap
4Lp
D 2
-  r
The velocity is maximum at r =  0 where equation 12 reduces to:
'max
Ap
4Lp
The velocity distribution can be written in terms o f u max as:
( 1 2 )
(13)
-  1 -
'max v D j
(14)
Equation 14 also describe a parabolic velocity distribution.
d A
Figure 3.2 Ideal Velocity Distribution for Laminar Flow
A fully-developed parabolic velocity distribution exists only at a considerable 
distance downstream from the entrance o f a pipe. This hydrodynamic entry length 
can be calculated using the following correlation (White, 1991):
D
0.6
+ 0.056 ReD
1.0 + 0.035 ReD
(15)
xL entrance length 
ReD Reynolds number 
D hydraulic diameter
From equation 15, the entrance length ( x , ) will not vanish as Re approaches 
zero. It takes about 0 .6  diameters for a creeping flow to change from a uniform to 
a parabolic profile. This equation is used to calculate the hydrodynamic entry 
length in case o f laminar flow only, it is valid for Reynolds numbers between 0 and 
2300. The velocity distribution is altered if there is a change in the alignment of the 
pipe or if an obstruction is placed in the flow. Any change in the velocity 
distribution will alter the power required to force the fluid through the pipe and 
affect the pressure resistance to the flow.
3.3 Hagen-Poiseuille Flow
Some of the earliest studies in the field of viscous flow were experimental 
investigations o f laminar flow in straight pipes of a circular cross-section. This 
work was conducted by two researchers: Hagen experimented with water flow
through tubes, and Poiseuille studied the behavior o f blood as it flowed through the 
veins o f the body.
3.3.1 Derivation of Hagen-Poiseuille Equation
Consider a straight pipe of internal diameter D. It is assumed that the flow is
13
steady and laminar. When the fluid flows in the pipe as shown in figure 3.3, a 
cylindrical portion of the fluid is subjected to the sum o f the indicated forces 
as shown in figure 3.4.
uniform
Figure 3.3 Laminar Fluid Flow in a Pipe
If the fluid moves from left to right, the force on the cylindrical section of fluid 
in the direction o f the flow produced by the pressure difference is:
, \ 7tD“
( P i - P ’) - ^ -  ( ,6 )
The average velocity will not change along the axis of the pipe and there is no 
accelerating force acting on the fluid particles. Shear stresses due to fluid viscosity 
still act on the outer surface o f the cylinder wall.
The total shear force on the outside o f the cylinder is the product o f the shear 
stress and the area o f this cylindrical surface. It is equal to:
-p(7t D l A  
dr 1
( 1 7 )
14
The negative sign indicates that the shear force opposes the direction o f flow. 
The cylindrical fluid body is in a uniform motion, which is the condition for 
equilibrium.
T = ( i t D L )  —  
v '  dr
k D"
Figure 3.4 View of the Pipe
According to the condition of the equilibrium, the sum of the axial forces 
should be zero. Equating equations 16 and 17:
(P, -  =  D L) (18)
This can be simplified by expressing it in the form of the following differential 
equation:
du (p. -  p .)  D—  = _ym — H-/—  (19)
dr 4 p L
Equation 19 is integrated, leaving one constant of integration:
(P. ~  P : )  P '  , A 
16 p  L
( 2 0 )
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By assuming the no-slip boundary condition and specifying that u (r)= 0  at r = 
0, the constant o f integration. A, is determined. If we input these values in 
equation 19, we obtain the equation for the velocity at any point:
u(r) = (P. -  P :)
4 (.i L
D-
-  r ( 2 1 )
Equation 21 indicates that the velocity is distributed in the form of a parabola. 
The average velocity, V„, is given by:
d ,
4
V„ =  r  f  u (r) 2 7i r dr
7t D"
( 2 2 )
By substituting equation 21 into 22, an equation for the average velocity is 
obtained and is given as following equation:
, ( P i ~ P : ) D 2
VB = 32 ii L
(23)
The discharge o f a fluid passing through any section per unit time is the 
product o f the average velocity and the area:
Q =
^(Pi -  P>) D4 (24)
128 \i L
Equation 24 is the classic Hagen-Poiseuille equation. In terms o f the pressure 
difference the Hagen-Poiseuille equation is written as:
128 Q n  L
Ap -
7T D4
(25)
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3.4 Minor Losses
In the design of pipelines, energy loss due to friction becomes the dominant 
factor for long pipes. Losses in elbows, valves and fittings may be equal to or 
greater than the frictional losses. In piping systems, the losses due to flow past 
these small obstructions are known as minor losses. The flow pattern in fittings 
and valves is quite complex. The pressure losses in fittings and valves have been 
measured experimentally and the results have been correlated with the available 
pipe-flow parameters. In the case of valves, the flow pressure drop relation 
depends on the manufacturer's design. In order to calculate the losses in valve 
design, estimates must be taken from manufacturers' tables. Minor loss coefficients 
are usually given as the ratio of the head loss through the device to the velocity 
head of the piping system. The loss coefficient, K, is given as:
K = AP—  (26)
0.5 p V-
where K is a dimensionless parameter. As an example the loss coefficient for a 90 
degree elbow in a piping system is approximately 0.9. A single piping system 
often has many minor losses and all o f  these losses are correlated to the velocity 
head. If the pipe system has a constant diameter, the losses are summed together 
and given as total system loss. If the pipe diameter varies, the velocity head 
changes and the losses should be calculated separately.
In the straight pipe pressure drop is computed from the head loss:
-> (27)
f L V “
H f = ™
T 2 g D
H f  head loss in the pipe (m)
17
f friction factor
L length of the test section (m)
D diameter of the test section (m)
g acceleration due to gravity (m/s: )
For laminar flow. f= 6 4 /R e D.
If a perforation plate is inserted in the straight pipe, there will be some losses 
due to this obstruction and the head loss can be computed using the following 
equation:
K loss coefficient
To model the plant x y l e m  discussed at the beginning o f  the chapter 3, the 
pressure drop across a 813 pm section of pipe with one 20-pore perforation plate 
or a 5-pore perforation plate with R e= 0 .66  is given in the table 3.1.
R e - 0 . 66
5-Pore Perforation Plate 20-Pore Perforation Plate
Pa Pa '/ r
‘^ P  p ipe wall 3 .7 9 64 3 .7 9 4
p e r fo ra t io n  plate
2 .1 6 36 85 96
•^P total
5 .9 5 8 8 .7 9
T able 3 .1  P ressure D rop for a M odel o f  the X ylem  Portion o f  a Plant
The loss coefficient for minor losses in equation 28 can be compared to the 
friction factor for straight pipes in equation 27:
?  9
f  L V „  V -
H f  = ------------= K
2 g D 2 g
From the comparison of equations 27 and 28, equation 29 is obtained and is
given as following:
K = f  ^  (29)
The pressure drop due to a total head loss o f  H f  can be found from:
Ap = p g H f  (30)
The power required to pump a fluid against a head loss of H f  is given by:
power = m g H f (31)
Chapter 4
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE
4.1 Overview
The present study was undertaken to gain an understanding of water flow in 
plant xylem. The objective of this study was to measure the flow of water through 
perforation plates that modeled actual plant xylem. Flow was modeled using corn 
syrup as the working fluid.
4.2 Experimental Setup
An experimental apparatus was constructed in the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory 
at UNLV to measure the pressure drop across multi-pore perforation plates in 
circular ducts. The size of the setup and the choice of a working fluid were decided 
upon by modeling an actual plant xylem. Xylem from the L ir iodendron  tu lip ife ra  
(tulip tree) plant was modeled using a 5-pore perforation plate. A 20-pore 
perforation plate was used to model the xylem portion of L iq u id a v ib a r  
s ty ra c iflim  (sweetgum). The duct size for the experiment was chosen to match the 
Reynolds number of the flow and to permit the use of commercially-sized plexiglas 
pipe. A duct inner diameter of 38.1 mm (1.5 in) was chosen to be a practical size 
for machining appropriate perforation plates, but a suitable working fluid had to be 
chosen to match the Reynolds numbers predicted for actual plant xylem flows.
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4.2.1 W orking Fluid
In order to match the low Reynolds number found in plant xylem, flow 
calculations were made to check the fluid properties of water and corn syrup. Corn 
syrup, due to its large kinematic viscosity was found to be an ideal fluid for 
matching the Reynolds number of the flow. The properties of corn syrup were 
obtained from the Critical Databook (1984). Variation of the viscosity was 
significant in the present study as the corn syrup dried out quickly when exposed to 
air. The viscosity of the fluid was first measured using the ball method. Ball 
bearings with a diameter of 4.32 mm were dropped through the fluid from a height 
of about 180 mm, and the time was noted for the ball bearing to reach the bottom 
of the jar. Using the Stokes equation, the viscosity was calculated but the Reynolds 
number exceeded the Stokes range. The viscosity was later determined directly 
from experiments which produced values that fell into the range of viscosities for 
corn syrup available from the Critical Databook (1984). During each experiment, 
viscosity was found by measuring the pressure drop across a fixed length of a 
circular pipe and by using the Hagen-Poiseuille equation for laminar flow.
4 .2 .2  Description o f the Experimental Setup
Schematic views of the test section are shown in figure 4.1. and 4.2. The 
setup consisted of a bucket mounted on dexion bars about 1830 mm above the 
ground. These dexion bars were supported on a table. The purpose of the bucket 
was to store the corn syrup to run the experiment and to provide a fixed hydraulic 
head. PVC pipes were used to connect the test section and the bucket. Two brass 
valves, 38.1 mm in diameter were used to regulate the flow at the inlet and outlet. 
A clear Plexiglas tube was used as the test section. The inside diameter of the
Plexiglas tube was 38.1 mm and the outside diameter was 50.8 mm. PVC
schedule 40 pipe was used to connect the test section to the inlet and outlet.
Head tank  filled w ith corn syrup
i
CD 
*
. . .   M icrom anom eterF luid jn  m anom eter
<  ■ PVC tube o f 38.1 mm djam el
G lobe valve o f  38.1 m n 
d iam eter
Needle
Kilhhf»r Tnhjfr 190 tz n i406 me i
3 4 0  m m ^
533 mmy lOOOmm y
Bucket used tn rfisg
584
Connector
Test section made o f Plexiglass
Figure 4.1 Experimental Setup for the Straight Duct
The diameter of the test section used was 3 8 .1 mm to match the diameter of the 
inlet section. The test section was connected using smooth-walled couplings. Care 
was taken to prevent any leakage in the setup.
■ Head tank filled with corn syrup
i Micro manometer 
Fluid in manometer
1! I  N eedle
mm Li PVC tube of 38.1 mm diameter—-f
Globe valve of 38.1 mm 
diameter
990 miq, ,---------  _ 394 rnpf
RnhherniKe-i
Perforanon plate
1000 mm
Refraction correction box
Connector
Test section made of pleiigl d 4 ^  ^
558
OB
T3
ymm
354 rqt I
203 mm
^54 mrp
lOOO mm .
-Globe valve of 19 mm diameteij
PVC tube 
of 19 mm diameter
-Bucket used to drain fluid
Figure 4.2 Experimental Setup for the 20-Pore Perforation Plate
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4 .2 .3  Instrumentation
A Dwyer micromanometer was used to measure the pressure drop across the 
test section. The pressure drop was measured between two points placed 1 meter 
apart. Rubber tubes were connected to the pressure taps placed on either side of the 
test section. The diameter of the rubber tubes was 6.4 mm. Graduated cylindrical 
jars were used to collect the corn syrup and to determine the volume of the fluid. 
A stopwatch was used to measure the time taken to collect the corn syrup in the jar. 
Buckets were used to store the corn syrup before and after running the experiments. 
Care was taken to prevent the corn syrup from drying out by covering the bucket 
with the plastic after every trial.
4.3 Experimental Procedure
To begin the experiment, the head tank was filled with corn syrup and it was 
allowed to settle for about half hour so that the air bubbles could rise to the surface. 
Once the corn syrup settled, the inlet valve was opened and the fluid was allowed to 
flow. When steady flow was achieved, the inlet valve was closed and a zero 
reading was taken on the micromanometer. Next the inlet valve was opened and 
the fluid was allowed to pass through the test section. When the fluid started 
moving, a final manometer reading was taken. The difference in the zero reading 
and the final reading gave the pressure drop between the two points. At the same 
time, some amount of fluid was collected in a graduated cylinder and the time taken 
to fill the cylinder was also noted. Knowing the time and the volume, the 
volumetric flowrate was calculated. The same procedure was repeated with 
different valve openings to get different values of pressure drop and flowrates.
2 4
Using these flowrates, the velocity and the Reynolds number was calculated each 
time.
For the 5-pore and 20-pore perforation plate experiments, an additional section 
of the pipe was added after the test section to measure the viscosity of the fluid. 
This was necessary since the corn syrup had a tendency to dry out which caused the 
viscosity to vary daily. The pressure drop across a one meter section of the pipe 
was measured with a micromanometer to provide the viscosity from the Hagen- 
Poiseuille equation:
At
( 1)
where.
Vol volume of the fluid (n r)
At time taken to collect the fluid (s)
flowrateQ
A
( 2 )
A
V velocity of fluid flow in test section 
cross-sectional area of the test section (m2)
= Pfluid g AH D 2 
3 2  L V
(3)
P fluid
dynamic viscosity (kg / m-s) 
density of fluid (kg / m3)
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V
L
D
AH
acceleration due to gravity (m / s2)
measured drop in hydraulic head ( m of water)
diameter of the test section (m)
length of the test section (m)
velocity in the test section (m / s)
Re = ^ D
(4)
l-i
Re Reynolds number
density of corn syrup (kg / m3)
Experiments were conducted in a straight section of pipe to verify the expected 
relationship for the friction factor in the pipe:
Next, a 5-pore perforation plate was added to the pipe and the pressure drop 
was measured as indicated earlier. Then, a 20-pore perforation plate was added to 
the pipe and the pressure drop was measured across the perforation plate, with the 
addition of a straight pipe to measure viscosity for every trial. The following 
equations were used to calculate the pressure drop due to the obstruction caused by 
the perforation plate in the pipe. First the pressure drop in the pipe due to the 
obstruction and the smooth wall was calculated.
^ P o s  P  water  § ( 6 )
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Apos pressure drop due the obstruction and the smooth wall (Pa) 
AH measured hydraulic head (m)
To find the head loss in the pipe:
Aps pressure drop due to the smooth wall of the pipe (Pa)
Subtracting the equation (8) from (6) gave the pressure drop due to the 
obstruction alone.
4.4 Uncertainty Analysis
An uncertainty analysis of the data was performed to estimate errors, and the 
general validity of the experimental measurements. An uncertainty analysis helped 
to indicate the overall accuracy of a measurement by identifying certain critical 
variables in the measurement process. The Kline and McClintock method 
(Holman, 1978) was adopted to determine the uncertainties in the viscosity, 
Reynolds number, pressure, and the loss coefficient. This method is based on the 
specification of the uncertainties in the various primary experimental measurements, 
and is based on the following relationship.
For R =  R( X , ,  x2, x^ x„ ), let wR be the uncertainty in the result and w,
w: ........ w„ be the uncertainties in the independent variables, x,, x: .........x„. If the
uncertainties in the independent variables are known, then the uncertainty in the 
result R is given by the following relation:
(7)
Hf head loss in the pipe (m)
To find the pressure drop of the smooth wall of the pipe alone:
APs = PcsgH r ( 8 )
To compute the uncertainty in the flowrate:
Uq uncertainty in flowrate
uV(,i uncertainty in volume
Vol total volume of the fluid
uAt uncertainty in time interval
At time taken to collect the fluid in the cylindrical jar
To compute the uncertainty in the area of the small tube:
uAt uncertainty in cross-sectional area of the tube
A, cross-sectional area of the tube
uDl uncertainty in the diameter of the tube
Dt diameter of the tube
To compute the uncertainty in the velocity through the tube:
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uVt uncertainty in the velocity of the flow through the small 
tube
V, velocity of the flow in the small tube
To compute the uncertainty in the viscosity of the fluid:
uM uncertainty in the viscosity of the fluid
uLs uncertainty in the length of the tube
u MI uncertainty in the deflection of the manometer
AH deflection in the manometer 
Ls length of small tube
To find the uncertainty in the Reynolds number :
uRe uncertainty in the Reynolds number
Re Reynolds number
up uncertainty in the density of the fluid
( 13)
uRc = Re
\  -
(14)
p density of the fluid
To find the uncertainty in the friction factor:
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u, = f. R e
Re ( 1 5 )
uf uncertainty in the friction factor
f friction factor
To find the uncertainty in the head loss in the test section:
“ m, = H j l  J - +  I ^ ] T | 2 U'' +V 2 V D
( 1 6 )
H,- head loss in the test section
To find the uncertainty in the pressure drop of the smooth wall:
UP. =  Ps- +v p j H , / ( 1 7 )
ups uncertainty in the pressure drop of the smooth wall
ps pressure drop of the smooth wall
To compute the pressure drop of the smooth wall plus the obstruction wall:
U P„ = P o 1
AH
H
( 1 8 )
3 0
upo uncertainty in the pressure drop o f  the smooth wall plus the
obstruction
p„ pressure drop due to the smooth wall plus the obstruction
To find the uncertainty in the loss coefficient:
uK uncertainty in loss coefficient
K loss coefficient
Up uncertainty in pressure drop due to obstruction
p0 pressure drop due to obstruction
The individual variable uncertainties were determined from the instrumentation 
used in the laboratory and these uncertainties were used to calculate the uncertainty 
in the flowrate, velocity, viscosity, Reynolds number, and pressure drop for every 
run. Uncertainties in friction factor and loss coefficient were portrayed as error 
bars on plots involving these functions and are included in the results.
Chapter 5
RESULTS 
5.1 Experimental Results: Straight Duct
The first experiment was done with a straight pipe without any obstruction to 
verify that the working fluid behaved as a Newtonian fluid and to verify that the 
experimental setup was working properly. The experimental setup shown in figure
4.1 was used. In these experiments, corn syrup was used as the working fluid 
since it allowed the Reynolds number of the flow to be matched with that of plant 
xylem in the prototype because of its viscous nature. The density of corn syrup
was measured as 1394 ± 10 kg/ m ’ . The viscosity for corn syrup averaged 0.120 
± 0 .0 1 3  kg/m-s. Pressure drops and flowrates were obtained from the experiments 
and these values were used to find the viscosity, Reynolds number and the friction 
factor. Theoretical friction factors were calculated and a graph was plotted with 
friction factor versus the Reynolds number. The graph is shown in figure 5.1. 
The graph was compared to the theoretical value of f= 64 /R e  for laminar How. 
The comparison showed that corn syrup behaved as a Newtonian fluid. It was 
observed that as the Reynolds number of the flow increased, there was a drop in 
the friction factor in the pipe. The straight line in friction factor versus Reynolds 
number for straight duct (figure 5.1) corresponds to f=64 /R e . Tabulated results 
for all experiments are included in Appendix II.
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5.2 Experimental Results: 5-Pore Perforation Plate
In this experiment, the effect o f a perforation plate on the fluid flow in plant 
xylem was studied by placing a perforation plate with five pores into straight duct. 
The perforation plate was placed at an angle of 23 degrees. Corn syrup was once 
again used as the working fluid in order to match the Reynolds number of the flow 
in plant xylem. Pressure drop due to the obstruction, flowrate, and viscosity were 
calculated from the experiments and these values were used to find the loss 
coefficient and the Reynolds number. The average loss coefficient calculated from 
the experiment was 8947, while the value obtained from table 3 of the numerical 
study by (Schulte, 1993) was 8928. The measured range of viscosity was between 
0.3 and 0.5 kg/m-s. Contrary to our expectations, pressure drops measured were 
very small and this caused problems in determining the loss coefficient. Further 
analysis of the fluid flow through the perforation plates was carried in the third 
experiment for the more realistic case of a 20-pore perforation plate.
5.3 Experimental Results: 20-Pore Perforation Plate
In addition to the 5-pore plate, 20-pore perforation plate experiments were 
conducted. In this experiment a perforation plate with 20 pores was placed as an 
obstruction in a straight duct. The perforation plate was placed at an angle of 12.7 
degrees. Corn syrup was again used as the working fluid in this experiment. In 
this experiment, apart from the 38.1 mm (1.5 inch) ID pipe, another pipe of 19 
mm (0.75 inch) ID was used to calculate the viscosity of the fluid as shown in the 
figure 4.2. The average viscosity was 0 .15± 0 .017  kg/m-s. Pressure drops due to 
the obstruction, flowrate, and the viscosity values were calculated from the 
experiment. As expected, pressure drops due to the obstruction were very high. 
Loss coefficients and Reynolds numbers were calculated and the data were plotted 
as shown in Figure 5.2. The values of the loss coefficient obtained were very high
because of the low velocities. Regression was done using a power fit and an 
arithmetic average fit. The value of the loss coefficient obtained from the 
arithmetic average was:
K = 86.300 (1)
The standard error and the maximum error for the arithmetic fit were 13,700 
and 41,900, respectively. The value of the loss coefficient obtained from the 
power fit was:
K = 44,160 ^Re- 0 '6871644) R2 =  0.77 (2)
The standard error and the maximum error for the power fit were 5,800 and 
12,700 respectively. The experimental setup limited the maximum Reynolds 
number to 0.5. As seen in figure 5.2, the uncertainty in the measurements as 
shown by the error bars was very small.
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Chapter 6
Numerical Results
Modeling was done using NEKTON, a computational fluid dynamics package, to 
visualize the behavior of flow through the perforation plates.. This numerical work 
was used as a check for quick verification of the experimental data and was not 
intended to be comprehensive. NEKTON is a computer code for the simulation of 
steady and unsteady incompressible fluid flow and heat transfer, as well as optional 
convective-diffusive passive scalar quantities. NEKTON is based on the spectral 
element method; a high-order finite element technique for solving partial differential 
equations. The computational domain can be either stationary or moving. The 
package consists of three parts: PRENEK, NEKTON, and POSTNEK. It was used 
on a Silicon Graphics Iris workstation.
PRENEK is an interactive menu-driven program in which input conditions are 
specified for solving the problem. Density, average viscosity, inlet velocity 
distribution, diameter of the test section, length of the test section, and order of the 
polynomial were used as input parameters. The problem was solved as a two- 
dimensional steady flow problem for one flowrate.
NEKTON is the computational module that actually performs the numerical 
integration of the Navier-Stokes and energy equations. NEKTON uses standard 
quadrature formulas like Gaussian quadrature and Gauss-Lobatto quadrature to solve a 
polynomial.
POSTNEK is an interactive graphical package which displays and analyze the 
results of the NEKTON simulation. For the current study, NEKTON was used to
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model the flow between two parallel plates and perforation plates were added. This 
simple Cartesian. 2-D model avoided the complexities involved with modeling the 3-D 
flow experienced through perforation plates. Velocity vectors, pressure profiles and 
the streamlines were visualized for the straight duct. 5-pore perforation plate, and 20- 
pore perforation plate in the POSTNEK session of the NEKTON simulation. For 
simple laminar flow between parallel plates, a Reynolds number of 0.66 was chosen to 
match the experimental runs in a circular pipe. The friction factor calculated from the 
Reynolds number of the numerical study for the straight duct was 97, which was very 
close to the experimental value of 90. The theoretical value predicted from f=64/Re 
was 43 .
Figure 6.1 shows the velocity vectors for the straight duct. Slow development of 
the flow from the inlet to outlet can be seen in the figure 6.1 due to an assumed 
uniform velocity distribution at the inlet. It took about four hydraulic diameters to 
attain a parabolic velocity profile consistent with laminar flow between two infinite 
sheets. The length of the test section corresponds to the distance along the x-axis and 
the diameter of test section corresponds the height along the y-axis. The length along 
the x-axis was 1830 mm and height along the y-axis was 38.1 mm. This problem was 
solved using 5th order polynomial and 256 elements with a grid size of 5.000e-02. 
The Reynolds number of the flow was 0.66 and the velocity of the flow was 1.50 
mm/s.
Figure 6.2 shows the pressure profile obtained for a straight duct. The maximum 
pressure occurred at the inlet and minimum pressure at the outlet of the test section, 
respectively. The pressure drop was the difference between maximum and minimum 
pressures. The pressure drop computed for Re =  0.66 was 40.15 Pa.
Figure 6.3 shows the streamlines for the straight duct. The figure showed that 
there was a disturbance in the streamlines due to the flow not being completely 
developed at the inlet of the test section. The streamlines become straight as soon 
as the flow developed fully.
Figure 6.4 shows the velocity vectors for the 5-pore perforation plate moving 
from the inlet towards the perforation plates and to the exit o f  the test section. The 
length along the x-axis was 1830 mm and height along y-axis was 38.1 mm. A 
parabolic profile was attained after the inlet section as the flow quickly developed 
into a fully-developed laminar flow. Maximum velocity obtained was 3.5 mm/s 
and the Reynolds number was 1.50. It took about 5 hydraulic diameters upstream 
and 2 hydraulic diameters downstream for the flow to become a fully developed 
parabolic profile.
Figure 6.5 shows the pressure contours for the 5-pore perforation plate. 
Pressure contours were not uniform at the inlet but they settled down gradually as 
the flow developed. The maximum pressure at the inlet was 122.5 Pa. minimum 
pressure at the outlet was -43.80 Pa, and the pressure drop was 166.3 Pa. The loss 
coefficient was 19,900.
Figure 6.6  shows the streamlines for the 5-pore perforation plate. Streamlines 
were continuous, but there was a slight disturbance in the streamlines in the region 
between the inlet and the perforation plate. This problem could be avoided by 
dividing the larger elements present in this region into smaller elements and by 
increasing the order of the polynomial. Problem was solved using 5th order 
polynomial and 175 elements with a grid size of 5.000e-02.
Figure 6.7 shows the velocity vector plot for the 20-pore plate. Velocity 
vectors showed the development of a parabolic profile along the length of the test 
section. Velocity vectors were close together because the larger elements were 
divided into smaller elements along the length of the test section. The length along 
the x-axis was 1830 mm and height along the y-axis was 38.1 mm. Maximum 
velocity was 3.38 mm/s and the Reynolds number was 1.49. It took about 3 
hydraulic diameters for the flow to become a fully developed parabolic profile.
Figure 6.8 shows the pressure profile for the 20-pore perforation plate. A 
gradual refinement of pressure contours between the elements near the inlet region
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and the perforation plate can be seen in the figure. Maximum pressure at the inlet 
was 996 Pa and minimum pressure at the outlet was -181 Pa. The total pressure 
drop was 1177 Pa. The loss coefficient was 149.000.
Figure 6.9 shows the streamlines for the 20-pore perforation plate. Stream­
lines were continuous along the length, but there was a slight disturbance in the 
streamlines between the inlet region and the perforation plates. The reason for this 
disturbance could be the presence of the larger elements. Refinement can be 
achieved by dividing the larger elements into the smaller elements and by 
increasing the order of the polynomial. This problem was solved using 7th order 
polynomial and 420 elements with a grid size of 7.000e-02. Comparison of the 
numerical and the experimental results is shown in the table 7.1.
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 ►x
x-length o f  the figure (1830 mm) 
v-height o f  the figure (38.1 mm) 
Reynolds number was (0 .66)
Figure 6.1 Plot of Velocity V ectors for a Straight Duct
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Figure 6.3 Plot of Streamlines for a Straight Duct
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 ► x
x-length of the figure (1830 mm) 
y-height of the figure ( 3 8 .1mm) 
Reynolds number was (1.5) 
Loss Coefficient was 19900
Figure 6 .4  Plot o f Velocity Vectors for the 5-Pore Perforation Plate
4 4
Figure 6.4.1 Velocity Vectors Emphasizing Portion A
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Figure 6 .5  Plot o f Pressure Profile for the 5-Pore Perforation Plate
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Figure 6 .6  Plot o f Stream lines for the 5-Pore Perforation Plate
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Figure 6 .7  Plot o f Velocity Vectors for the 20-Pore Perforation Plate
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Figure 6 .7 .1  Velocity Vectors Em phasizing Portion B
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Figure 6.8 Plot o f Pressure Profile for the 20-Pore Perforation Plate
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Figure 6 .9 Plot o f Stream lines for the 20-Pore Perforation Plate
Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM MENDATIONS
Behavior of the fluid flow through perforation plates present in the conducting 
vessels of plants was studied in this thesis. Pressures and velocities were measured by 
conducting three different experiments with a physical model of the plant cell. Corn 
syrup was used as the working fluid in all three experiments and some interesting 
observations were made. The role of the perforation plate is significant in obstructing 
the flow of fluid in the conducting vessels of the plants.
In the first experiment with a straight duct, there was a good agreement between 
the experimental and theoretical values of the friction factor. It was observed that corn 
syrup behaved as a Newtonian fluid.
In the second experiment, with a 5-pore perforation plate, the measured loss 
coefficient was very close to numerical values obtained from NEKTON simulation as 
shown in the table 7.1. The pressure drops measured were small and caused some 
problems in determining the loss coefficient. The average loss coefficient obtained 
from the experiment was 8947. In addition to the 5-pore perforation plate, another 
experiment was conducted with a 20-pore perforation plate which proved to be a better 
model of the actual plant xylem. Pressure drops measured with the 20-pore perforation 
plate were very high when compared to the values measured from the 5-pore 
perforation plate. In this experiment, it was observed that as the Reynolds number was 
increased there was a decrease in the loss coefficient. Loss coefficient values were 
very high because of the low velocities. The average loss coefficient obtained from the 
experiment was 86,300. Loss coefficient values were compared to the numerical
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values obtained by NEKTON, and the values were in good agreement. The velocity 
vector plots obtained from the NEKTON showed the direction of the fluid flow in the 
xylem portion of the plant.
The 5-pore perforation plate had small effect on the overall resistance of the flow. 
Pressure drops measured were low because of the large spacing between the pores 
along the conducting vessels of the plants, and this did not have any impact on the 
resistance o f the flow. The 20-pore perforation plate had more impact on the resistance 
of the flow because of small pore widths and high pressure drops. An increase in the 
pressure drop increased the overall hydraulic resistance and reduced the conducting 
capacity of the perforation plates.
The results of this work were expressed in terms of non-dimensional values: 
friction factor, loss coefficient, and Reynolds number. The advantage of using these 
non-dimensional values becomes apparent considering the fact that the same 
coefficients are applicable at identical Reynolds numbers regardless of the size of the 
plant xylem. Results also showed that as the number of pores in the perforation plate 
increased, pressure drop also increased across the plate.
There are many avenues for future research in this area. First, glycerin or motor 
oil of grade it 30 can be used as the working fluid in order to match the fluid flow. 
The chosen fluid must be transparent for flow visualization and must have a high 
viscosity to produce Reynolds numbers in the proper range. A change in the working 
fluid would be advisable since corn syrup dries out when exposed to air. This caused a 
change in the viscosity of the fluid and made it necessary to measure fluid viscosity for 
every run. Second, pressure sensors can be used in place of micromanometers to avoid 
problems due to air leakage within the micromanometer. Third, perforation plates with 
a greater number of pores can be tried at various angles in order to model the wide 
range of fluid flow observed in actual plants.
APPENDIX I
Computer Programs
A. Computer Program "Corl"
This program was written in Microsoft Quickbasic to calculate the dynamic 
viscosity, Reynolds number, and friction factor for the fluid flow in the straight 
duct without any obstruction.
Pro g ra m  : c o r l . b a s
P u rp o se  : T h e  p u rp o se  o f  the p ro g ram  is to calcula te  the d y n am ic  v iscosi ty .  Reynolds 
n u m b er ,  a n d  the fr iction  factor.
Date  : 0 1 /3 1 /9 5  
V ers io n  : 2
A u th o r  : A n an d  K anjer la
C L S
B E E P
• : ) <  *  *  *  s j< *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
a l :  T o  C o m p u te  F low ra te
IN P U T  " 1. W hat  is the v o lu m e  o f  the fluid in the cy linder? (m l)  ", v 
IN P U T  " 2. H o w  m uch  t ime does  it take to till the cy linder?  (s) ", t 
vo lu m e  =  v ■' 1000000 
q =  v o lu m e  t
P R IN T  ” f lo w ra te (n C 3 /s ) :  "; q
’ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
'a2: T o  C o m p u te  Velocity  o f  the  Flu id  F low  in the Testsec tion .
' s i c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
d =  1.5 * .0 2 5 4
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A rea =  3 .1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 8 5 3 #  * (cl / 2) * 2 
P R IN T  " A rea  ( m A2): Area
velocity  =  q / A rea
P R IN T  " ve loc ity  o f  the f low  (m /s) :  velocity
*************************** ************************* ********************
'a3 :  T o  C o m p u te  D ynam ic .  V iscosi ty  o f  the Fluid.
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Density ,  w a te r  =  1000 
g =  9.81
Length ,  o f . th e . te s t sec t io n  =  1
I N P U T  " 3. W h a t  is the M a n o m ete r  reading w ithou t  f low? (m m ) ", hO 
IN P U T  " 4. W h at  is the M a n o m ete r  reading w ith  the flow'.’ (m m ) ", h i  
hO =  hO / 1000 
h i  =  h i  / 1000
D e l ta .h . te s t s ec t io n  =  2 * ( h i  - hO)
D y n a m ic .V isco s i ty  =  D e n s i ty .w a te r  * g * D e l ta .h . tes tsec t ion  * d A 2 / (32 *
L en g th .o f . th e . te s t se c t io n  * velocity)
P R IN T  " D y n a m ic .v isc o s i ty  (kg/ni-s):  D y n am ic .V isco s i ty
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
'a4 :  T o  C o m p u te  R eyno lds  N u m b e r  o f  the Flow.
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
D e n s i ty .c o rn sy ru p  =  1394
Re =  D e n s i ty .c o rn sy ru p  * ve loc ity  * d / D ynam ic .  Viscosity
P R IN T  " R eyno lds  n u m b e r : "; Re
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ; , { * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
'a5: T o  C o m p u te  Theore t ica l  F r ic tion  Factor.
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
f l  =  64  / Re
P R IN T  " F ric tion  Factor:  "; fl
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
a6: T o  C o m p u te  E xper im en ta l  Fric tion  Factor.
’ * : < * * * * : * * *  * ; i « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
f =  D e n s i ty .w a te r  * D e l ta .h . te s tsec t io n  * 2 * g * d / (D e n s i ty .c o rn sy ru p  *velocity *2) 
P R IN T  " Experim en ta l  Fr ic t ion  Factor:  ": f
E N D
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B. Com puter Program "Cor2"
This program was written in Microsoft Quickbasic to calculate the dynamic 
viscosity of corn syrup for each experimental run based upon volumetric flowrate 
and measured pressure drops.
-it************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ************:«*****
P rogram : c o r2 .b a s
P u rp o se  : T h e  p u rp o se  o f  the p ro g ram  is to calcula te  the D ynam ic  V iscosi ty  o f  the C o rn  
Syrup .
Date  : 0 1 /3 1 /9 5  
V ers io n  : 1
A u th o r  : A n a n d  Kanjer la
'tic*********:!* ***********
C L S
B E E P
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' h i : T o  C a lcu la te  Deltah  o f  the T es tsec tion
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IN P U T  "1. W h a t  is the m an o m e te r  re ference  read ing?  (n u n )  ", hO
I N P U T  "2. W h a t  is the m an o m e te r  read ing  w ith  flow'.’ (nun)  ", h i
hO =  hO / 1000!
h i  =  h i /  1000! 
d e lta .h  =  2 * (111 - hO)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' h2: T o  C a lcu la te  Velocity  o f  Fluid f low in the tes tsec t ion
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IN P U T  "3. W h a t  is the vo lu m e  o f  f luid in the g radua ted  cylinder'. ' (ml)  ". V
IN P U T  "4. H o w  long d id  it take to fill the g radua ted  cy linder?  (s) ", t
V =  V 1000000!
V o lu m e tr ic . f lo w ra te  =  V / 1
area  =  3 .1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 8 5 3 #  * ( .75  * .0254  / 2) * 2
Velocity  =  V o lu m e tr ic . f lo w ra te  / area
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4 c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *  * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' b3: T o  C a lcu la te  D ynam ic  Viscosi ty  o f  the Flu id  in Testsec tion
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
g =  9.81
density ,  w a te r  =  1000 
L =  1!
d  =  .75  * .0 2 5 4
D y n a m ic .v isc o s i ty  =  d en s i ty .w a te r  * g  * d e l ta .h  * d A 2 / (32 * L * Velocity)
P R IN T
P R IN T  " O U T P U T "
P R IN T  " I .  V o lum etr ic  f lowrate  ( m A3/s):
P R IN T  "2. C ro ss  sectional area  ( m A2):
P R IN T  "3. V e loci ty  (m/s):
P R I N T  "4. D y n am ic  viscosi ty  (kg /m -s) :
E N D
C. Com puter Program "Cor3"
This program was written in M icrosoft Quickbasic. The purpose o f this 
program is to calculate the uncertainty in the dynamic viscosity o f corn syrup.
P ro g ra m  : c o r3 .b a s
P u rp o se  : T h e  p u rp o se  o f  the p ro g ram  is to calcu la te  the uncer ta in ty  in the D ynam ic
Viscosi ty .
Date  : 0 1 /3 1 /9 4
V ers io n  : 2
A u th o r  : A n an d  Kanjerla
• * * * * * * * * * ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4; * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C L S
B E EP
volum etr ic ,  f lowrate
area
velocity
D y n am ic .v isco s i ty
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• i t * ' *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' i t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *  * * *
' C l :  T o  C o m p u te  the U ncer ta in ty  in F low ra te
' *  *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *
I N P U T  " 1. W h a t  is the uncer ta in ty  in the v o lum e?  (nil) ". u .v o lu m e
IN P U T  " 2. W h a t  is the vo lu m e  o f  the fluid in  the cy linder?  (ml)  ", vo lum e
IN P U T  " 3. W h a t  is the uncer ta in ty  in the time? (s) ", u . t in ie
I N P U T  ” 4. H o w  long did it take to fill the cy linder?  (s) ", to ta l . t im e
F lo w ra te  =  vo lu m e  * ,000001 / to ta l . t im e  
P R IN T  " F low ra te  : (n tA3/s)  F lowrate
u .F lo w r a t e  =  F low ra te  * S Q R ((u .v o lu m e  / volum e) A 2 +  (u . t im e  / to ta l . t im e)  A 2) 
P R IN T  " U ncer ta in ty  in F low ra te  ( m A3/s):  u . f lo w ra te
’ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' C 2 :  T o  C o m p u te  the U ncer ta in ty  in the A rea  o f  Smalltube
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
I N P U T  " 5. W h a t  is the U n cer ta in ty  in d iam e te r  o f  the Sm all tube?  (m ) ", u .d iam e te r .sm al l tu b e  
I N P U T  " 6. W h a t  is the d iam e te r  o f  the Sm all tube?  (m) ", d iam e te r .sm a l l tu b e
A re a .sm a l l tu b e  =  3 .1 4 1 5 9 2 6 #  * (d iam ete r .sm a ll tu b e  / 2) A 2 
P R I N T  " A rea .sm a ll tube :  ( m A2) A rea .sm a ll tu b e  
u .A re a .s m a l l tu b e  =  A re a . sm a l l tu b e  * S Q R ((u .d iam e te r .sm a l l tu b e  / 
d iam e te r .sm a l l tu b e )  A2)
P R I N T "  U ncerta in ty  in the A rea  o f  the Sm all tube:  ( m A2) u. A rea .sm a ll tube
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' C 3 :  T o  C o m p u te  the U ncer ta in ty  in the Velocity  o f  Small tube
’ * y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * :
V elo c i ty .sm a ll tu b e  =  F low ra te  / A rea .sm a ll tu b e  
P R IN T  " V eloc i ty .sm all tube :  (m /s )  Veloc i ty .sm all tube  
u .V eloc ity . .sm all tube  =  V e lo c i ty .sm a ll tu b e  * S Q R ((u .F lo w ra te  ' F low ra te)  A2 
+  (u. A rea .sm a l l tu b e  / A rea .sm all tube)  A 2)
P R IN T  " U n ce r ta in ty  in the Velocity  in the Sm all tube :  (nt/s) u .V e lo c i ty .sm a l l tu b e
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* *********$*******************************#**************$***********#*sic**#******'
' C4:  T d C o m p u te  the U ncer ta in ty  in the Viscosity  o f  F lu id
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *  *  *  *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *  *  * : *  s i :  *  $  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *
IN P U T  " 6. W h a t  is the U ncer ta in ty  in the Length  o f  the Sm all tube?(m ) ” . u .L en g th .sm a l l tu b e  
I N P U T "  7. W h a t  is the Leng th  o f  the sm all tube? (m )" .  L eng th .sm a l l tube
IN P U T  " 8. W lia t  is the U ncer ta in ty  in Delta  h o f  the Sm all tube?  (nt) ", u .D e l tah .sm al l tu b e  
I N P U T "  9. W h at  is the Delta  h o f  the Smalltube? (m) Del tali, small  tube
densi ty ,  w a te r  =  1000! 
g =  9.81
Viscosi ty  =  d e n s i ty .w a te r  * g * D e l tah .sm al l tube  * d iam e te r .sm a l l tu b e  * 2 / (32! * 
L en g th .sm a l l tu b e*  V eloc i ty .sm all tube)
P R IN T  " viscosi ty :  (k g /m -s )" ;  v iscosity  
u. Viscosi ty  =  V iscosi ty  * SQ R ((2  * u .d ia m e te r .sm a l l tu b e  / d iam e te r .sm a l l tube)  " 2 + 
(u .L e n g th . sm a l l tu b e  / L en g th .sm a l l tu b e )  A 2 +  (u .V e lo c ity .sm al l tu b e /  
V e loc i ty .sm a ll tube)  * 2 +  (u .D e l tah .sm a l l tu b e  / D el tah .sm al l tube)  * 2) 
P R IN T  " U ncer ta in ty  in the V icosi ty  o f  the Fluid: (kg /m -s)  ": u. V iscosity  
E N D
D. Computer program "Cor4"
This program was written in Microsoft Quickbasic to calculte the Reynolds 
number, pressure drop, and loss coefficient in the 5 pore and 20 pore perforation 
plate.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
P ro g ra m  : c o r4 .b a s
' P u rpose  : T h e  p u rp o se  o f  the p ro g ram  is to calcula te  the R eyno lds  n u m b er ,  pressure  d ro p  and 
the loss coeff ic ien t  in the 5 po re  and 20  pore  pe rfo ra t io n  plate.
' D ate  : 0 1 /3 1 /9 5
V ers ion  : 2
' A u th o r  : A nand  Kanjerla
• ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C L S
B E E P
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * *  s i t * *  f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' D l :  T o  C o m p u te  Deltah  o f  the T es tsec tion
1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IN P U T  " I. W h a t  is the m an o m e te r  re ference  read ing  o f  test section? (m m ) ItO
IN P U T  " 2. W h a t  is the m an o m e te r  read ing  w ith  f low  o f  test section? (m m ) Ill
hO =  hO / 1000 
h i  =  h i  / 1000 
d e l ta .h . te s t se c t io n  =  2! * (111 - hO) 
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' D2: T o  C o m p u te  D y n am ic  Viscosity  o f  the Fluid
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IN P U T  " 3. W h a t  is the v o lu m e  o f  fluid  in the g raduated  cy linder?  (ml)  ", v 
v o lu m e  =  v / 1000000! ' c onver t  the v o lu m e  to m A3.
IN P U T  " 4. H o w  long d id  it take to fill the g radua ted  cy linder?  (s) ". t im e .to .f i l l  
vo lu m e tr ic ,  f lowrate  =  vo lu m e  / t im e .to .  fill 
d . te s t sec t io n  =  1.5 * .02 5 4
a rea . te s tsec t io n  =  3 .1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 8 5 3 #  * (d . te s tsec t ion  / 2!) A 2 
ve lo c i ty . te s tsec t io n  =  v o lu m e tr ic .f lo w ra te  / a rea .tes tsec t ion  
g =  9.81
density ,  w a te r  =  1000! 
d e n s i ty .c o rn .sy ru p  =  1394! 
len g th .o f .  tes tsection  =  1! 
dy n am ic ,  viscosi ty  =  X X X X X X
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' D3: T o  C o m p u te  Re in the T es tsec tion
• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
R e.tes tsec t ion  =  d e n s i ty .c o rn .sy ru p  * v e loc i ty . te s tsec t ion  * d . te s tsec t ion  / d y n am ic .v isco s i ty
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
’ D4: T o  C o m p u te  the P ressu re  D ro p  in T es tsec t ion  due  to O bs truc t ion  and
die Sn iood i  w all ,  com bined .
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
p re s su re .o f .o b s .p lu s .s m o o th .w a l l  =  d en s i ty .w a te r  * g * de lta .h . te s tsec t io n
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
D5: T o  C a lcu la te  the P ressu re  D ro p  in T es tsec t ion  due  to Sm o o th  wall o f  the p ipe  alone.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
friction, factor  =  6 4 /  R e .tes tsec t ion
lif =  f r ic t io n .fac to r  * len g th .o f . te s tsec t io n  * v e loc i ty . te s tsec t ion  A 2 / (2! * g * 
d . te s tsec t ion )
p re s su re .o f . sm o o th .w a l l  =  d e n s i ty .c o rn .sy ru p  * g * lif
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I* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  :fc ******:}.•:*:*
' D6: T o  C a lcu la te  the Pressure  D ro p  in Tes tsec t ion  due  to O bs truc t ion ,  alone.
* A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
p re s su re .o f .o b s  =  p re ssu re .o f .o h s .p lu s .s m o o th .w a l l  - p re ssu re .o f . sm o o th .w a l l
' D7: C o m p u te  the loss coefficient,
lo ss .co e ff ic ien t  =  2! * p re ssu re .o f .o b s  / (d en s i ty .co rn .sy ru p  * ve loc i ty . te s tsec t ion  ‘ 2)
' D8: P R I N T O U T  O F  R E S U L T S .
C L S
P R IN T
P R IN T  " O U T P U T "
P R I N T  " '
P R IN T  " A. Viscosity  M easu rem en t  T u b e  In form at ion :"
P R I N T  " 1. V olum etr ic  f low rate  ( m A3/s): v o lu m e t r ic . f lowrate
P R IN T  " 2 D ynam ic  v iscosi ty  (k g /m -s ) :  "; d ynam ic ,  viscosi ty
P R IN T  " B. Pressure  D ro p  Data  in Test  Seection ."
P R IN T  " 1. R eyno lds  n u m b er  in die tes tsect ion:  "; Re. tes tsection
P R I N T  " 2 Velocity  (m/s):  "; ve loc i ty ,  testsection
P R IN T  " 3. A rea  tes tsec t ion  ( m A2): area, tes tsec t ion
P R IN T  " 4. Fric t ion  factor: fr iction, factor
P R I N T  " 5. H ead  loss in the tes tsec t ion  (in): "; h f
P R IN T  " 6. Pressure  D ro p  (obs. +  wall)  (Pa): pressure ,  o f .o b s .  plus. .smooth, wall
P R IN T  " 7. Pressure  D ro p  (wall a lone) (Pa): p re ssu re .o f . sm o o th .  wall
P R IN T  " 8. Pressure  D ro p  (obstruc tion)  (Pa): "; p re ssu re .o f .o b s
P R IN T  " 9. Loss coeff ic ient,  K: loss .coeff ic ien t
E N D
E. Com puter Program "Cor5"
The purpose o f this program is to calculate the uncertainties in the Reynolds 
number, pressure drop, and loss coefficient in 5-pore and 20-pore perforation 
plates.
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♦  A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  *  *  *  *  *
P rogram  : c o r5 .b a s
Purpose  : T h e  p u rp o se  o f  the p ro g ram  is to calcula te  the uncer ta in t ies  in the reynolds
n u m b er ,  p re ssu re  d ro p  and  loss coeff ic ien t  o f  a  5 po re  and a 20  po re  perfo ra t ion  
plate.
Date  : 0 1 /3 1 /9 5
V ers ion  : 2
A u th o r  : A n an d  Kanjer la
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C L S
B E E P
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
E l .  T o  C o m p u te  the U n cer ta in ty  in F low ra te
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
B E EP
I N P U T  " 1. W h a t  is the v o lu m e  o f  the fluid in die cy linder?  (ml) ", vo lum e 
B E EP
I N P U T "  a. W h a t  is the uncer ta in ty  in the v o lum e?  (ml) ", U .v o lu m e
B E EP
I N P U T  " 2. H o w  long  d id  it take to fill the cy linder?  (s) ", to ta l . t im e
B E EP
I N P U T "  a. W h a t  is the u ncer ta in ty  in the time? (s) ", U . to ta l . t im e
f low rate  =  v o lu m e  * .000001 / to ta l . t im e  
Uq =  f low ra te  * S Q R ((U .v o lu m e  / vo lum e) A 2 +  (U. to ta l . t im e  / to ta l . t im e)  * 2)
P R IN T  " >  U ncer ta in ty  in F low ra te  (n iA3/s):  "; Uq
’ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
E2. T o  C o m p u te  die U ncer ta in ty  in A rea  o f  T es tsec t ion  
’ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
B E E P
IN P U T  " 3. W lia t  is the D ia m e te r  o f  the testsection? (ni) ", dt
BEEP
IN P U T  " 4. W h a t  is the U ncer ta in ty  in D iam e te r  o f  the tes tsection? (m) ”, Udt
a rea . te s tsec t io n  =  3 .1 4 1 5 9 2 6 #  * d t  * 2 / 4!
Ua =  a rea .tes tsec t ion  * S Q R ((U d t  /  dt) * 2)
P R I N T "  >  U n cer ta in ty  in the  A rea  o f  the testsection: (n C 2 )  "; Ua
’ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
E3. T o  C o m p u te  the U ncer ta in ty  in  the Velocity  o f  T es tsec t ion
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
vt =  f low rate  / (a rea .tes tsec t ion)
U vt  =  vt * S Q R ((U q  / f lowrate)  A 2 +  (U a  / a rea .tes tsec t ion )  A 2)
P R I N T  " >  U ncer ta in ty  in the V e locity  in the testsection: (m /s)  ": U v t
t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
E4. T o  C o m p u te  the U ncer ta in ty  in  R eyno lds  n u m b er  o f  the T es tsec t io n  
B E E P
IN P U T  ” 4 .  W h a t  is the V iscosi ty  o f  the  c o rn  sy ru p  (kg /m -s)?  ", vis 
B E E P
I N P U T  " a. U ncer ta in ty ,  (kg /n t-s )?  ", Uvis
B E E P
I N P U T  " 5. W h a t  is the D ensi ty  o f  the C o r n  Syrup  (k g /m A3)? ", den  
B E E P
IN P U T  " a. U ncer ta in ty ,  ( k g / m A3)? ", Uden
B E E P
IN P U T  " 6. W h a t  is the R eyno lds  n u m b er  o f  testsection? ", ret
U re t  =  ret * S Q R ((U d e n  / den)  A 2 +  (U v t  / vt) A 2 +  (U d t  / dt) A 2 +  (Uvis  / vis) '  
P R I N T "  >  U ncer ta in ty  in R ey n o ld s  n u m b er  o f  testsection: ", Uret
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' E5. T o  C o m p u te  the U n cer ta in ty  in the P ressu re  D rop  o f  the sm oo th  p lus O b s tru c t io n  wall.
’ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
B E E P
I N P U T  " 7. W h a t  is the D e l ta  h  o f  the T es tsec t ion  (m o f  w ater)?  ” , h i  
B E E P
I N P U T  " a. U ncerta in ty ,  (m o f  water)?  ", U h l
B E E P
I N P U T  " 8. W h a t  is the P ressu re  D ro p  o f  S m o o th  p lus O b s tru c t io n  wall  (pa)?  ", p i  
U p l  =  p i  * S Q R ( ( U h l  / h i )  A 2)
P R I N T  " >  U ncer ta in ty ,  (pa): U p l
' l ie* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
E6. T o  C o m p u te  the U ncer ta in ty  in the Pressure  D rop  o f  Sm ooth  Wall
* **************************************************** * ***** * ****** ******
B E E P
IN P U T  " 24. W h a t  is the Fr ic tion  Fac to r  in the Testsec tion?  ", f 
U f  =  f * S Q R ((U re t  / ret) A 2)
P R IN T  " u n c e r ta in ty . in . th e .F r ic t io n  Factor:  U f
B E E P
IN P U T  " 2 7 .W h a t  is the U n c e r ta in ty . in . th e .L e n g th .o f .T es tsec t io n ?  ", Ult 
B E E P
IN P U T  " 2 8 .W h a t  is the L en g th .o f .T e s tse c t io n ?  ", It 
B E E P
I N P U T  " 2 9 .W h a t  is the H ead lo s s . in . th e .T e s tse c t io n ?  ", h f
U h f  =  h f  * S Q R ( ( U f  / f) A 2 +  (U l t  / It) A 2 +  (2 * Uvt / vt) A 2 +  (U d t  / dt) A 2)
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P R I N T "  >  U ncer ta in ty  in H eadloss  o f  T es ts ec t io n : (m )  U h f
B E E P
IN P U T  " 3 0 . W h a t  is tlie P re ss u re .D ro p .o f .S m o o th w a l l?  ", pO 
UpO =  pO * S Q R ((U d e n  / den) * 2 +  ( U h f  / hf) * 2)
P R IN T  " >  U n cer ta in ty  (nun  o f  w ater)  UpO
E7. T o  C o m p u te  the U ncerta in ty  in the Loss Coeff ic ien t .
IF  U p l  >  UpO T H E N  U p  =  U p l  E L S E  U p  =  UpO 
' I N P U T  " 31. W h a t  is the uncer ta in ty  in the p re ssu re .d ro p .o f .o h s tru c t io n .a lo n e  7 "; Up 
B E E P
IN P U T  " 32. W h a t  is the P re ssu re .D ro p .o f .o h s t ru c t io n .a lo n e ?  ", p 
B E E P
IN P U T  " 3 3 . W h a t  is the Loss .C oeff ic ien t?  ” , K
U k  =  K. * S Q R ((U p  / p) A 2 +  (U d e n  / den)  * 2 +  (-2  * U v t  I  vt)  * 2)
P R I N T "  >  U ncer ta in ty  in L oss .coeff ice in t :  U k
E N D
APPENDIX II
Tabulated Results
Reynolds
Number
Experim ent­
al Friction 
Factor
Uncertainty 
in Friction 
Factor
0.13 516 39
0.16 471 60
0.3 187 21
0.33 228 16
0.4 153 11
0.5 110 8
0.69 105 7
0.77 74 5
0.79 75 5
0.81 81 6
0.83 68 4.8
0.95 69 4.8
1.05 67 4.7
1.22 49 3.5
1.49 90 6.3
Table II. 1 Data for the Plot o f Friction Factor vs Reynolds Number for the 
Straight Duct
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Reynolds
Number
Loss
Coefficient
Uncertainty 
in Loss 
Coefficient
8.55e-2 28109 475
1.37e-l 17215 127
l.78e-l 12511 683
1.78e-l 13739 122
1.84e-l 13496 423
1.89e-l 9829 582
1.97e-l 3589 50
2 .08e-l 5027 1440
2 .1 le-1 6192 58
2.3 l e - 1 10976 2979
2.40e-l 2831 1128
2.4 l e - 1 4810 3497
2.42e-l 2133 2132
2 .44e-l 4772 3090
2 .65e-l 6124 1445
3.2 l e - 1 1807 1141
Table II.2 Data for 5-Pore Perforation Plate
Data reported in table II.2 is questionable. As the pressure drop measured was 
low, it caused large variations in the loss coefficient values. Therefore this data 
may not be used as reference for future work.
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Reynolds
number
loss
coefficient
uncertainty 
in loss 
coefficient
0.2470 128216 6867
0.2854 104520 5582
0.3035 95569 5077
0.3119 92226 4908
0.3127 96982 5145
0.3244 97187 5167
0.3284 93667 4972
0.3524 75696 4033
0.3565 82143 4364
0.3569 82987 4407
0.3652 86029 4560
0.3679 84481 4482
0.3687 81558 4382
0.3921 87569 4668
0.4214 83479 4441
0.4526 78161 4139
0.4558 73999 3921
0.4602 81115 4289
0.4714 71912 3810
0.4755 74218 3926
0.4799 74859 3961
0.4815 66521 3534
Table II.3 Data for the Plot o f Loss Coefficient vs Reynolds Number for 20- 
Pore Perforation Plate
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